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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTES

Welcome to Journey Health & Lifestyle! 

Thank you for purchasing your SoftSecure Rotating Shower Chair.  You’ve invested in a 
high-quality, premium materials product that will facilitate comfort and safety.

Step 2-  
Attach backrest to the frame, by depressing push buttons and sliding the 
backrest into the tubes located on each side and on the back of the seat. 

Step 3-  
Check that the seat is stable and level prior to use.

(1) Pull the knob and turn the seat to face the user, then lock the seat into position
by locking the knob and keep swiveling the seat until it locks in position.

Safety instructions 
- Read these instructions for use carefully.
- All components should be checked for damage and a secure fit prior to use.
- Approved for indoor use only.
- Clothing or body parts can be pinched when sitting down or standing up, as well 

as when raising the armrests and locking them into place.
- Be careful on the seat; be aware of wet and slippery surfaces.
- Prevent unauthorized use, for example, by children.
- Take note of the maximum weight permitted.
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II. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1. Backrest

2. Seat

3. Flip up armrest

4. Rotating plate with knob

5. Push button

Step 1-  
Attach the legs to the frame by depressing push buttons into the tubes located on 
each side of the legs.  
Make sure that push buttons “snap” correctly through holes and are stable and 
adjusted to the same height. 

Parts of the product 

1. Flip Up Armrest
2. Seat
3. Height adjustable leg
4. Rubber tip
5. Backrest
6. Rotating System
7. Sliding Lock
8. Side frame
Warranty 
1 year for main frame only, not including the consuming parts (tips, etc.) 
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III. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Step 1-  
Attach the legs to the frame by depressing push buttons into the tubes located on 
each side of the legs.  
Make sure that push buttons “snap” correctly through holes and are stable and 
adjusted to the same height. 
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III. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Step 2-  
Attach backrest to the frame, by depressing push buttons and sliding the 
backrest into the tubes located on each side and on the back of the seat. 

Step 3-  
Check that the seat is stable and level prior to use.

(1) Pull the knob and turn the seat to face the user, then lock the seat into position
by locking the knob and keep swiveling the seat until it locks in position.

Safety instructions 
- Read these instructions for use carefully.
- All components should be checked for damage and a secure fit prior to use.
- Approved for indoor use only.
- Clothing or body parts can be pinched when sitting down or standing up, as well 

as when raising the armrests and locking them into place.
- Be careful on the seat; be aware of wet and slippery surfaces.
- Prevent unauthorized use, for example, by children.
- Take note of the maximum weight permitted.
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III. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

(2) Unlock the seat by pulling the knob.
(3) When user is seated on the chair, position the seat to ensure that it is locked 

into position and no longer rotates freely.
(4) Lock the shower chair when the user faces the open side of the bath. The user 

can now stand up carefully and slowly.
(5) To flip up the armrest, push the button shown below.

(2) Unlock the seat by pulling the knob.
(3) When user is seated on the chair, position the seat to ensure that it is locked 

into position and no longer rotates freely.
(4) Lock the shower chair when the user faces the open side of the bath. The user 

can now stand up carefully and slowly.
(5) To flip up the armrest, push the button shown below.
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IV. SPECIFICATIONS AND WARRANTY

Product Specifications

Product Dimension (18”-19”) x (18”-19”) x (30”-34”)

Weight Capacity 300 lbs

Packaging Dimensions 25” x 18” x 16”

Net Weight 21 lbs

Material on product Aluminum

Warranty 

Journey Health & Lifestyle warrants the SoftSecure Rotating Shower Chair frame to be 
free from defects in materials, workmanship and assembly for twelve (12) months from the 
original purchase date.  The warranty does not extend to non-durable components such as 
the rubber tips.



If you have any questions, call us at our toll free number:

1-800-958-8324

®

or visit www.shopjourney.com


